What a relief the weather gifted us with this past
weekend! It was literally a breath of fresh air, or at least
cooler air. However, it did not stop some of our honored
guests from indulging in idiocy and skullduggery. Fortunately
it wasn’t as bad last weekend as we have seen in the past.
There was the usual Parade of Lost Kids™ (hmmm, wonder
if we could actually trademark that? It gets used so much
here…), and above average incidences of people locked out
of their cars. We sat around and burned a few clock cycles
trying to decide if the increase in lockouts was due to an
aging patronage, or increased beer consumption on the drive
in, but the results were inconclusive and the issue was
tabled. However, the undisputed crowning achievement of
the weekend was presented on Sunday morning when a
driver that apparently stopped drinking around dawn
managed to fly his otherwise rolling conveyance far enough
to land on a gas main out in id10t camping. No gas escaped
(at least not from the beseiged pipe, anyway) during removal
of the offending vehicle and patron, and nobody was ever in
any danger.
The return of nice weather also triggered the return of
the Order of Devout Users of Cannabis, who apparently had
some sort of religious gathering in the Faerie Swamp on
Sunday afternoon. The fragrant emanations from that area
scented most of the southern end of the grounds for
several hours. Also, there was reportedly a house fire
somewhere in Todd Mission on Saturday night. If anyone
has any info on that, please drop us an email.

We continue to hear from the email box and chatter
around the grounds that the contracted EMTs are still not
winning any awards or generating a lot of confidence. In
most cases they do okay, but there are still disturbing
reports that EMTs continue to present a lackadaisical
attitude, or worse, are failing to show up at all on occasion
when a call goes out for medical assistance. This was
brought up last year after a miserable failure to assist a
participant was revealed by this publication. It appears that
the problems still haven’t been adequately addressed by
TRF management. We will continue to keep our attention on
this issue and report any new developments.

Information was received in the TRF(WTF?) email box in
response to our bit in the last issue about cell phones and
wifi:

We offer thanks and gratitude to these great folks for
their generosity and for caring. Not every vendor has the
time or money for a hardwired internet connection just for
point of sale purposes.

Oct 26th - AM: 4.0
Oct 27st - AM: 4.8

NOON: 2.9 PM: 5.0
NOON: 1.0 PM: 2.3
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